
ART TAROT 

 

 

 

Art Tarot, is a divinatory tarot which uses the 22 arcana (traditional tarot figures) which 

are used for fortune telling, each symbolizing arcana differs in point from the current 

contemporary art system. 

 

The interpretation of the symbol inscribed on the cards can be interpreted as an oracle 

or as part of a more psychological approach. It allows everyone to project themselves 

into the future of the art world, to reconnect with the past, the present and the future. 

 

The practice of Taromancy or Tarotmancy (the art of divination through the use of 

Tarot cards) is carried out according to various variable protocols according to the 

practitioners and the consultants. In general, this protocol contains three phases: 

1.  Shuffling of the cards, usually followed by a cut 

2.  Positioning of the cards on the arcane worktable and selection of a certain number 

according to the draw (of 3 going to all the arcana) 

3. Interpretation 

 

There are many methods of spreading divination cards. One type of drawing commonly 

encountered is the cross drawing or Thoth’s response which is usually done with the 

major arcana. 



Cross spreading: 

 

This is a classic method and the most used one by seers-tarologists. This five-card 

Tarot spread has the particularity of providing you with more information.  

It breaks down as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

The five cards are arranged as follows: 

 

A. The consultant (you), strengths and advantages 

B. Obstacles, unforeseen events 

C. The outcome, the theme in the short and medium term. 

D. The current issue. 

E. The synthesis, the map whose meaning affects the other four. 

The five arcana interact with each other, forming several binomials that should be read 

diagonally, horizontal or vertical. 

Time is delimited by four triangles, namely: 

Triangle A + E + D representing past events. 

Triangle E + D + B representing the present event. 

Triangle E + B + C representing the events of the future. 

Rod A + E + C Representing longer term future events (1 year). 

 

Note: In some cases the events of the future may be in a more distant future (around two 

years) or conversely, in a very short time. It is the experience that will allow you to 

instinctively know which space-time future events are to be considered. 


